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Fig.-1: Location of Borsola Beel in Guwahati & Surroundings of Borsola Beel
Borsola Beel is well connected with various part of the city and it can be approached
from every corner of the city. The Beel has all around well connected network of
roads. Guwahati railway station is located about 0.5 km from the Beel, and Guwahati
International Airport is located about 24 km from the Beel site.
Some of the Important roads surrounding the Beel are: - MD Shah Road towards the
North side Beel. Rehabari road is passing through the North East corner of the Beel
and then connected to Sati Joymati Road at south east corner. At the downstream
end of the Borsola Beel, a lock gate is located where the Beel crosses Sati Joymati
Road and further it is connected to Bharalu River near Chabipool L.P. School.
2.3

TOPOGRAPHY & GEOGRAPHY
Borsola Beel is located between coordinates 26'41.42"N, 91'1.38"E at the
upstream and 26'10.6"N, 91'34.81"N at the downstream end. The area
surrounding the Beel is more or less flat and highly populated having characteristic of
a typical urban catchments.
The catchment area of Borsola Beel is about 8.3 sq. km. The two hills, namely
Nabagraha hills and Sarania hills are contributing runoff to the Beel, along with other
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contributing areas like Chandmari, Guwahati Club, Pan Bazar, Guwahati railway
station & Paltan bazar.
2.4

CLIMATE
Guwahati is characterized by a warm and humid climate. The average temperature is
31.5°C to 24.7°C in summer and 24.9°C to 12.5°C in winter.
Rainfall is highly seasonal in the region. The region is under the influence of SouthWest monsoon, with an average annual rainfall of about 162 cm. The average
number of rainy days per year in the region is about 110 – 115 days.
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3.0

BORSOLA BEEL SITE

3.1

LAND USE
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The land use surrounding the Beel area comprises residential, hospital, commercial
and institutional, roads / pathways. A defunct sewage treatment plant of 1.5 MLD
exists on upstream of the Beel. Water spread area of the Beel is about 8.2 Ha and
available area on the banks, under the proposed development is about 8.7 Ha. The
proposed water body will be 6.25 Ha. The banks of the Beel have infrastructures like
walkway storm water drains, electrical transmission lines, water supply line (east
bank only) etc.
The Beel is mostly silted up. The water quality is very poor. Borsola Beel was once
famous for its fish diversity was designated as reserved wetland in the year 2001.
However the current situation of the Beel has posed a serious threat to its
sustainability.
3.2

INFLOW DRAINS
Several Municipal Drains are connected to the Borsola Beel, carrying sewage/ waste
/ storm water and discharges directly into the Borsola Beel. Major contributor of waste
water flow is through the drain at the upstream end of Beel at Nepali Mandir. Under
proposed development these drains will be diverted away from the Beel.

3.3

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURES
(a)

STP
A Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) of 1.5 MLD in capacity is located at the upstream
end of the Beel on its northern side. The STP is in currently defunct and out of
operation. The STP consists of an inlet well (2.5 m dia.), a grit chamber (2 m x 4.35
m) fluidized aeration tank (5.5 m), Pump House and a Chlorination Tank. The
treatment plant plot is surrounded by a boundary wall. There is a transformer and a
four pole structure inside the boundary wall of the STP.
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Fig.-2 Existing STP Area
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Fig.-3 Bamboo Bridge, Transformer and
Four Pole Structure

The plant can be accessed from KB Road. An approach path from the KB Road leads
to a bamboo bridge which is the only access to reach the STP from north bank of the
Beel. A condition of the bamboo bridge is very poor and is a dilapidated condition.
The footprint of the existing STP is about 1051 sqm (Approx.) and the length of
Bamboo Bridge is about 25 m.
(b)

Walkway & Supporting Structure
A walkway exists on either bank of the Beel for almost half the length of the Beel,
aligned North-South direction. The walkway can be directly accessed from the
adjacent roads which are more or less at the same elevation of the walkway. The
Walkway platform projects into the Beel Water and is visibly supported on circular
columns. The walkway is provided with Steel railing all along its length. Condition of
the walkway structure is very poor and visibly is in a dilapidated condition. The
walkway slab has collapsed at many locations, having visible cracks; hand rails are
missing and unsafe for use.
Parallel to the alignment of the walkway, a retaining wall is provided to protect the
bank of the Beel. The retaining wall is made of stone masonry spanned between
intermediate columns. The condition of the retaining wall too is not good.
Total Length of the Walkway is approx: 1500 m.
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Fig.-4: Existing Walkway on both Banks
(c)
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Fig.-5: Condition of the Walkway

Hydraulic Gates
At the Outlet of the Borsola Beel, a gated structure is installed with three vertical
sluice gates to regulate the water flow. Two Gates of 2m (w) x 2m (h) and the other
having a size of 1.5m (w) x 2m (h) is installed with manual hoisting mechanism.
Another gate is provided at a location somewhat at the middle of the Beel near
Gorkha Bhawan. At this location, the Beel water spread in the upstream is divided by
an earthen embankment flanked towards the south bank. A sluice gate is provided on
this flanked embankment to regulate the flow of the enclosed water spread,
spread Size of
the gate is 2 m (w) x 2 m (h), with manual hoisting arrangement.

Fig.-6 Gated Structure at the d/s outlet of Borsola
Beel
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